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A Time-Series Disaggregated Model to 
Forecast GDP in the Eurozone 
ROl11on Minguez ond Antoni Esposo 

Introduction 

The aim of th is ehapter is to present a simple approaeh to foreeasting GDP in the 
Eurozone. In oue study, GDP is broken down ioto two alternative vectors, and the 
exogenous variables used are GDP lags and the eonodenee indieators published by 
the European Cornmission. A forecasting evaluation over the last 12 observations 
shows that in foreeasting the year-on-year rate of growth for horizons one to four: 
(1) disaggregation eonsiderably reduces the RMSE for aH horizons, (2) the eombin-
ation of forecasts from demand and production breakdowns improves the results 
in almost aH cases, (3) foreeasts from VEqCM models, alone or combined with 
single-equatio n transfer functio n models, are the best options toc forecasting ane 
and two quarters ahead, but the dilferenees from the other disaggregated alternat-
ives are smaH both for these horizons and for three and four quarters ahead. We 
also show the importance of taking a break in the seasonality of different GDP 
components into account. 

A global econometric model for foreeastin g GDP in the Eurozone eould be con-
sidered fo r OUT purpose, but the construction and maintenance of this type of 
model is costly and only large institutions can aflord the approaeh. In laet, global 
macroeconomic models can be useful foe structural and simulation analysis, even 
when sometimes they are not buil t by means of econometric methods foe estim-
ation and testing, but by ealibration teehniques. Besides, they may loreeast worse 
than simpler models and mueh 01 the literature shows that this is often the case. 
Univariate time-series models are at the other end of the speetrum of eeonomet-
rie models lor GDP. They can foreeast aeeurately on oeeasions, but they eannot 
provide an explanation of the laetors determining the foreeasts and their use-
fulness lor economie poliey is very limited; see Granger (2001). We present an 
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intermedia te proeedure based on the method developed in the El/l/etill of EU and 
US InflaDoll and lvlacroecollomic Anal)'sis¡ Carlos III UniversitYI Madrid. 

This method relies an disaggregatian, specifie and generalleading indicatars and 
non-linear structures when required. In the application of thi5 procedure, rnodels 
with different information sets or different long-term structures can be considered 
and, in the end, a combined foreeast can be construeted if it improves the results. 
Far these cases, Clements and Hendry (1999) indica te that eombining could be pre-
ferred to encompassing. Tile starting point in thi5 approach 1s the consideration 
tl1at the information set must be enlarged troro the univariate system in directions 
that really increase the information 00 relevant features of GDP performance¡ such 
as trends, seasonality, business cycle fluctuations, and so on. In this context, disag-
gregation of GDP taking the cointegration relationships between components into 
account beco mes very useful. Likewise, the breakdown of GDP enables the inclu-
sion of specific leading indicators or general indicators with specific parameters in 
the equation of each component. 

In the case of GDP, two alternative ways of breaking down the aggregate in a 
vector of n components are possible: (a) by items of the final demand, and (b) by 
production sectors. In the first case, the components are defined in this chapter 
as: (1) priva te consumption (PRCO), (2) government consumption (PBCO), (3) 
gross fixed capital formation (GFKF), (4) changes in inventaries (CHIV), (5) exports 
(EX PO) and (6) imports (IMPO).ln the second case the breakdown was: (a) real gross 
value added in agriculture, forestry, and so on (VAGR), (b) in industry (VIND), (e) 
in construction (VCON), (d) in private services (VPRS), (e) in public services (VPBS) 
and (f) net taxes (NTAX). In the next section tests for positive and seasonal unit 
roots are applied to both vectors. In the demand case, all the components except 
changes in inventories, which appear to be stationary, can be considered as 1(1) with 
deterministic seasonality. Besides, a seasonal break in 2001 is found for private con-
sumption and GFKE For this vector, the exogeneity tests lead to a block diagonal 
VEqCM model with variables (1), (2) and (3) in the first block, (4) in the second 
and the rest in the third. For the vector of production sectors, al! the components 
can be taken as 1(1) with deterministic seasonality, and a seasonal break appears in 
components (c), (d) and (e). A VEqCM is built for the whole vector. In both cases, 
demand and production, the models contain European confidence indicators as 
exogenous variables. The indicators show asymmetric cyclic behaviour and they 
are modelled using the Markov switching-regimes model proposed by Hamilton 
(1989, 1990). This type of non-linear model is al so built for the imports and exports 
block of the demand vector. 

Por both vectors of variables we construct alternative models, discussed later in 
the chapter, in order to evaluate the forecasting performance of the VEqCM models. 
These alternatives for all GDP components are ARIMA modeIs and single-equation 
dynamic models with leading indicators and GDP lags as explanatory variables. 
In the latter case, for each path forecast at a base point, GDP expectatians are 
computed in a recursive way. We also perform a forecast evaluation of all the models 
considered, vector, single-equation or univariate models, and the importance of 
disaggregation appears as a very firm resulto Compared with an aggregated ARIMA 
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mode! far GDP, the disaggregated approaeh reduces the errar varianee far horizons 
one and four by 25 per eent and 80 per eent, respeetively. 

The maio conclusions of tlle chapter are surnmarized in a final section. 

ModelJing and empirical results 

In the first place, to determine both the integration order and the type of season-
ality (deterministic or stoehastie) of eaeh component, l following Hylleberg et al. 
(1990), unit-root tests are performed both at zero frequeney and at all seasonal 
frequencies, and combinations of both.2 The tests are performed with constant, 
seasonal durnmies and trends, even when the trend turns out to be insignificant. 
Nevertheless, the tests without trend lead to the same conclusions,3 as follows: 

• All GDP components are 1(1). In other words, the presenee of a unit root at zero 
frequency is detected, except changes in inventaries, which is stationary. 

• In most cases, the null hypothesis of the existence of unit roots at seasonal 
frequencies is rejected, indicating the convenience of deterministic seasonality 
modelling using dummy variables. The only doubtful cases between determ-
inistic oc stochastic seasonality correspond to private consumption and GFKF. 
However, a more detailed examination of these components shows that there 
is a possible ehange in seasonality from the first quarter of 2001, and this is 
eon firmed by a regression model with two sets of seasonal dummy variables. 
Considering this break-point in Ihe HEGY tests, they also rejeet the existenee of 
unit roots at seasonal frequencies tor the aboye components. In fact, when the 
break-point is included in the component models, it is sign ificant in six cases 
(see column 6 of Table 17.2) 

Once both the integration order and the type af seasanality have been determ-
ined, components are modelled by VEqCM models ofthe following type Oohansen, 
1995; Harris and Sollis, 2003; Lutkepohl, 2004): 

/1-1 
AY, = a¡¡'Yt_l + L r¡AYt _¡ + <!JD, + U, 

;=1 
(17.1) 

In equation (17.1) the D, vector includes the model's exogenous variables (in this 
case, seasonal dummy variables, step variables (LS) and impulse variables (Aa) 
and economic indicators), relations f1/Yt-l represent the equilibrium correction 
mechanisms and the a coefficients measure the influence of deviations from long-
run relatiooshipS 00 the evolutioo of the growth rates of each variable. The r¡ 
matrices show the short-term effects 00 the determinatioo of the variables. 

To estimate the above model, we follow a two-stage strategy (Doornik, and 
Hendry, 2001; Harris and Sollis, 2003; Lutkepohl, 2004), using ]ohansen tests 
in a VAR model to determine eointegration rank and estimate equilibrium rela-
tions and then re-estimating equation (17.1) with said restrietions. The results4 
of ]ohansen's trace and maximum eigenvalue testsS far VAR supply and demand 
models show evidence of a single cointegration relation in both cases. The 
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Tablc 17.1 Estimated f3 Coefficients 

PRCO PECO GFKF Trelld 

1.000 -0.30593 -0.34712 -0.0016 
(O.ODO) (0.0698) (0.0172) (3.22E-4) 

VAGR VIND VCON VPRS VPBS NTAX Trend 
-2.147 0.889 -4.152 1.000 9.837 2.045 -0.0505 
(0.259) (0.333) (0.458) (0.000) (1.432) (0.265) (0.0069 ) 

Tablc 17.2 Estimated VEqCM modeIs by FIML 

VEqCM 
Caef. eoil/t. Re!. Lngs [lIdic. Illtc11l. Seas. Break Std. Del'. Eq. 

PRCO -0.312 O No LS199301 Ves 0.0048 
(0.154) 

POCO 0.401 
(0.158) 

1,4 No A0199501 Yes 0.00497 

GFKF 1.404 O 0.0988 LS199301 Yes 0.01483 
(0.477) (0.040) 

VEqCM 
Caer Coillt. Re!. Lags Jndic. JlltCrv. Rupt. Seas. Std. De\'. Eq. 

VAGR 0.079 
(0.0301 

1,2,3 No No No 0.0149 

VIND 0.000 O 0.12576 A0199701 No 0.0123 
(0.000) (0.02194) 

VCON 0.111 O No A0199601 Yes 0.0132 
(0.018) 

VPRS -0.013 No No Ves 0.0054 
(0.0076) 

VPOS 0.000 No No Ves 0.0039 
(0.000) 

NTAX -0.0714 4 No LS199301 No 0.0189 
(0.035) 

Note; Coef. Coint. Re!. shows, for each componenl, lhe cstimatcd a cocfficicnt in cquation (17.1). 
In the [nlerv. column, the AO and LS valucs reprcscnt artificial impulse and step variables included 
in thc equation. Thc digits ¡ndiente ycür-quilrlcr of lhe intcrvcntion. Tbe Indic. column shows Ihe 
estim<lled coefficient of the Indic<ltor for the components in which it is signific<lnt. The Seas.Ure<lk 
column indic<lles whether Ihe se<lsonal bre<lk in 2001 Q1 is signifimnt. 

estimated fJ coefficients of both cointegratioo relations are (standard errors in 
parenthesis) shown in Table 17.l. 

Table 17.2 includes the principal results for the final VEqCM models both for 
the supply and the demando The finaIly estimated VEqCM demand model incIudes 
three components (priv. coos./ publ. cons./ and GFKF)/ since in the initial complete 
model both exports and imports and changes in inventories are exogenous and 
therefore modelled separately. The principal features are: (1) cointegration relations 
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are significant; (2) most of the components have very short dynamlcs (even non-
existent in sorne cases); and (3) the break-point in the !irst quarter of 2001 is 
significant for most components, so it is also propagated in the aggregate GDP. 
lhis cannot be explained by a change in the behaviour of economic agents and the 
break is probably due to a change of method in the determination of the variables. 

The univariate modelling of economic indicators is carried out using non-linear 
MSIH(M)-AR(p) models6 with changing regimes like the following (see Hamilton, 
1989, and Krolzig, 1997): 

p 
óYt = "(St) + L<PiÓYt-i + lit 

;=1 

Pr(St+1 = jl St =;) = Pi; ¡,i = 1 and 2 (17.2) 

lhe MISH(M)-AR(P) designation proposed in Krolzig (1997, 1998) indicates that 
they are autoregressive heterokedastic switching Markov models with changing 
intercept between M different sta tes, two in this case. These autoregressive models 
enable both the intercept and the variance to depend on a non-observable variable, 
Si. which represents the state of the economy. The state transition St variable is 
governed by a slochastic process with stationary and ergodic hidden Markov chain 
structure. The chosen aption Df changing the intercept instead of the mean enables 
gradual instead of instantaneous changes of level (Krolzig, 1997). 

E.xports and imports are modelled with a MSIH(2)-VAR(2) model (inc1uding the 
export orderbooks indicator as an exogenous variable), which has a slightly better 
forecasting performance than a linear VAR model7 between the two components. 
Finally, for modelling changes in inventaries, a first order univariate autoregressive 
model is used on the level of the variable. 

Forecasting exercise 

With a view to comparing the forecasls obtained with the different models con-
sidered, a forecasting exercise is performed, cutting the initial sampleB into 12 
observations and obtaining forecasts for the year-on-year rate with different fore-
casting horizons (11 = 1, 2, 3 and 4) . The models are re-estimated using all the 
information available at each forecasting time (in which case, for each re-estima te, 
the sample size must be increased by one observation) and forecasts are calculated 
for the horizons considered. The comparisons between the roots of the mean-
square errors of the forecasts obtained by the previous models and those obtained 
with a univariate linear model for the aggregate GDP are shown9 in lable 17.3. 

lable 17.3 also includes the GDP foreeasts obtained using univariate linear mod-
els for each component, and transfer models including the economic indicators 
and the GDP forecast obtained with the information available to date from an 
ARIMA model as regressors. lO lo calculate the GDP forecasts required to construet 
the foreeast path of a certain GDP component with a transfer function model, the 
ARlMA model of the GDP is used to forecast the following observation, T + 1, 
which is used 10 forecast the GDP components for T + 1, and thus obtaining 
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Table 17.3 Surnmary of the quotients, in relation to the aggregate GOP, 
between tlle roots of tlle rnean-square errors (RMSE) for the year-on-year 
rate (sample: 2001Q1 to 2003Q4) 

GOP disaggregations 
horiz. GDPMü:ed GDP Dem GDPS/lp 

UNIV 0.96 1.11 0.98 
2 0.63 0.76 0.65 
3 0.46 0.60 0.49 
4 0.43 0.54 0.46 

H 1 0.89 1.02 0.92 
2 0.52 0.51 0.59 
3 0.66 0.61 0.77 
4 0.55 0.66 0.64 

VEqCM 0.87 0.91 1.09 
2 0.67 0.82 0.78 
3 0. 71 0.93 0.79 
4 0.75 0.99 0.77 

GOP combinations bctwccn diffcrent models 
llOr. CDPAS' VEC-UNV VEC·TF UNV-TF VEC· UNV·TF 

2 
3 
4 

1.00 (0.645E-2) 
1.00 (0.957E-2) 
1.00 (1.070[-2) 
1.00 (1.192[-2) 

0.94 
0.56 
0.48 
0.54 

0.88 
0.45 
0.58 
0.62 

0.89 
0.52 
0.44 
0.45 

0.87 
0.49 
0.53 
0.51 

No/e: The GOP dlsaggregations columns corrcspond lo GOP forccasts , disaggreg-
ating Ihe demand and production components separalely. The GOP Mixed is 
oblaincd as a linear combination between GDP Supply and GDP Demand. Tlle 
GDP combinations are obtained by nggregatlng lhe GOl' Mixed oblnincd rrom 
cach modelo A vn lue lowcr thnn 1 indlentes n lower vnlue of tlle co rrcspondlng 
RMSE. In relallon to the aggregate. lil e GDP Agr Includes the exaet RMSE values 
in brackets. The best forcensts with horizon 1, 2. 3 and 4 are marked in bold ty pe. 

a new GDP forecast aggregating the components at T + 1, which is considered 
as observed data. This information is used by the ARIMA modeI to forecast the 
GDP for T + 2 and the pmcess is repeated. 

Resides the GDP forecasts obtained separately by aggregating the supply and 
demand components, GDP forecasts can also be obtained by combining the two. 
To obtain the combination's weightings, the root of the mean-square error of the 
quarter-on-quarter rate is minimized (in order to include more observations) on 
each forecasting horizon (Diebold, 1998). When we examine the forecast table, we 
find that the forecast indeed gains by disaggregating and, on many occasions, by 
combining different models. 

Conclusions 

The principal conclusions obtained with the above modelling and forecasting are 
as follows. In genera l, there is a gain from using GDP forecasts with disaggregate 
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models (of any kind) compared with forecas ts obtained with an aggregate mode/. 
On many occasions¡ there is a gaio troro combining GDP forecasts obtained with 
different models.ln the year-on-yearrate forshort horizons (II = 1), VEqCM models 
generate foreeasts with lower RMSE and the same occurs for II = 2 if they are 
combined with forecasts from transfer function models. For longer horizons, the 
bes t combination of VEqCM forecasts is with univariate models, al though in this 
case the disaggregate univariate forecast alone is slight1y better. 

Although the models employed do not inciude a theory about the fac tors 
determining GDP components¡ they do provide forecasts on said components 
aod, therefore, on thei r contribution to GDP growth. This de termines which are 
the most dynamie and whieh the most sluggish seetors, often providing valuable 
guidance for economic paliey. 

Notes 

AH components are in logarithms except changes in inven taries. 
2 ADF unlt-roo t tests and KPSS sta ti onari ty tests have also beeo performed, seeking the 

presence of two posi tive unit roots. However, t lle existenCl~ of a doub le unit roo l is re jected 
for all tlle components. 

3 These tables are ava iJ able by request from lhe first author. 
4 Calcu lations are made using the Ox Janguage (Doornik (2001», integrated in PcGive soft-

ware (Doomik and Hendry, 2001), and the JMuITi prograrnme developed by Lutkepohl 
(Lutkepohl and Kra tzig, 2003; Lutkepohl, 2004). 

5 We also performed the Saikkonen-Lutkepohl cointegration rank test (Sa ikkonen and 
Lutkepohl. 2000), which is robust in case of a break-point on an unknown date. The 
conelusions are similar lo those of the Johansen tests. 

6 Calculatlons are perfo rmed using the MSVAR programme (Kro lzig, 1998) \Vritten in Ox 
Janguage (Ooornlk, 2001). 
An equilibrium correct ion mechanism is not included in the equatlons, since no 
coin tegrarion relation is detected between tlle va riables. 

8 The complete sample ¡neludes data from 1991Ql to 2003Q4. 
9 No farecast comparison test, suth as the Diebold-Mariano test, is included, since most 

af these tests have asymptatic va lidity and in our case there are only 12 observatians 
available, at mosto 

10 Logically, the regresso rs a re only added to the equatians when they are significant. 
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